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Community Collaboration & Impact
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1. We guide the Department of 
Health’s strategic planning process.

2. We support Tennessee’s County 
Health Councils with the help of local, 
regional, and central office TDH staff 
and TDH partners.

We do this to implement upstream, 
innovative solutions to public health 
challenges.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a couple bodies of work we’re responsible forGuide Strategic Planning process, focused around 9 metrics related to prevention and access. We support Health CouncilsOur leadership team Jen and JW who are here with usOur strategic planning team is here on the left in grayOn the right, you see our team that supports Health CouncilsAnd Dawn, the wind beneath our wings, without whom we could do nothing!



Our Guiding Principles

Equity

1

Going 
Upstream

3

Collaboration

2

Trusting Local 
Knowledge

4
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These are the factors that animate the work we do and what we strive for



Community Collaboration 
and Impact



What are County Health Councils?

• diverse groups of local collaborators
• community-led
• advance health priorities identified 

by the community
• use partnerships 
• address health disparities
• are convened by their local health 

departments
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One of the main tools or avenues for this work is through County Health Councils, which have been active in almost all 95 counties over the last 20 years. I am sure this is a refresher for many of you, but here is a quick overview of who Health Councils are:Diverse groups of local collaborators at the county levelThey are community-ledThey advance health priorities identified by the communityThey use partnerships as they’re comprised of members from a wide range of sectors, which is one of their defining and most powerful characteristicsThe interconnected web on the right represents many of the sectors who are often involved in Health Councils. 
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Strengthened infrastructure, connectivity, 
and professional growth

Equity-focused Community Health Improvement 
Plans

Community Collaboration & Impact: 
Theory of Change

Ac
tio

ns
Ou

tc
om

es
Im

pa
ct Every TN County Health Council plays a leading role in reducing disparities and building a 

strong foundation for community health
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Presentation Notes
That is a lot to take in, but the headline is that we are have gathered the right team and are underaking a lot of activities in support of our vision, which is: “Every TN Health Council plays a leading role in reducing disparities and building a strong foundation for community health”This is our Theory of Change that shows how the actions we’re undertaking are building toward the outcomes and impact we hope to see.



How do we Support Health Councils?

Community Health 
Assessment

Community Health 
Improvement Plan

OSI offers Health Councils a range of resources to 
complete their CHA/CHIP Cycle
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Those are Health Councils, and now the question is: How do we support them?OSI Supports Health Councils by offering them a range of resources to carry out what we call the CHA/CHIP CycleHealth Councils encouraged to carry out this CHA/CHIP cycle every 3 years



What is the CHA/CHIP?

Community Health Assessment (CHA)
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Presentation Notes
CHA/CHIP is a 3-year needs assessment and action planning process led by Health Councils with our support and with the support of their local Health Department staff. This process helps Health Councils to develop a shared agenda for action. Because we’re in TN, we’ll use catfish to illustrate what this process does – on the left we see here lots of local actors who might all be trying to achieve the same goals, but they’re using different processes and methods to get there. This can be like all the various parties at work in a community. When a Health Council conducts the steps of the CHA/CHIP, it helps create alignment and a shared agenda so everyone in the community can start pulling in the same direction, traveling in the same direction, towards the same goals, using the same roadmap.



What is the CHA/CHIP?

Develop Action Plan (CHIP)

Establish Shared Priorities

Invite Collaborators to the Table

Gather Community Input

Review Data
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CHA/CHIP is a 3-year needs assessment and action planning process led by Health Councils with our support and with the support of their local Health Department staff. This process helps Health Councils to develop a shared agenda for action. Because we’re in TN, we’ll use catfish to illustrate what this process does – on the left we see here lots of local actors who might all be trying to achieve the same goals, but they’re using different processes and methods to get there. This can be like all the various parties at work in a community. When a Health Council conducts the steps of the CHA/CHIP, it helps create alignment and a shared agenda so everyone in the community can start pulling in the same direction, traveling in the same direction, towards the same goals, using the same roadmap.



Who has Completed the CHA?

2022 CHA Cohort - 46 Counties
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The first systematic County Health Assessment led by OSI took place in 2019, in 16 counties across the state back when the OSI team was just 3 people. You can see those counties in red on the map.Over the last several years, of course, this work slowed with the pandemic as many Health Councils weren’t able to meet in person or conduct community outreach. Neverthess, CHAs and Action Plans are as important as ever, and in fact, even though health councils have lost momentum during the pandemic, the CHA has been a great way to re-engage community stakeholders and get back to work. The light blue, dark blue, and purple you see are all the counties who have elected to complete their CHA in 2022 – a huge cohort of 43 counties. There is a lot of momentum related to the CHA right now. 



2022 CHA Cohort - 43 Counties

Northeast East Southeast Upper
Cumberland

Mid-
Cumberland

South
Central West Metro

Campbell Bledsoe Montgomery Bedford Benton Haywood Davidson

Cocke Franklin Robertson Coffee Carroll Henderson Knox

Hamblen* McMinn Sumner Hickman Chester* Henry*

Roane Polk Williamson Lawrence Crockett Lake

Scott Wilson Lewis Decatur Lauderdale

Lincoln Dyer Obion

Maury Fayette Tipton

Moore Gibson* Haywood

Perry Hardeman

Wayne Hardin

*Completed CHA in 2019 and beginning process again with 2022 cohort

Who has Completed the CHA/CHIP?



What Priorities are Health Councils Choosing?

Mental 
Health 

Substance 
Misuse Obesity ACEs SDOH Healthy 

Behaviors

Tobacco / 
Nicotine 

Use 

Physical 
Inactivity

Injury 
Prevention

17 10 13 1 1 1 6 1 1

94% 56% 72% 6% 6% 6% 33% 6% 6%



What is the CHA/CHIP?

Develop Action Plan (CHIP)

Establish Shared Priorities

Invite Collaborators to the Table

Gather Community Input

Review Data

TN Vitality Toolkit
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After the data is gathered and analyzed, it’s presented back to the group, and the Health Council will select up to three shared priorities that will be their focus for the next 2.5 years. 



Moving Communities Upstream
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Issue-basedMoving toward community impact levelHighlighting interconnectedness of issues and solutions



Moving Communities Upstream

A Vitality Toolkit that promotes a strong Foundation for Community Health

Spotlight 
Collaborative 

Solutions

Establish 
Common 
Language

Target 
Health 

Inequities

Provide 
Actionable 

Tools
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After the data is gathered and analyzed, it’s presented back to the group, and the Health Council will select up to three shared priorities that will be their focus for the next 2.5 years. 



Our ask of you…

Let us know if you are willing to 
participate in a focus group

What tools and resources do 
communities need to move from 
assessment to impactful action 

that reduces disparities? 
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Social media question



Questions
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Social media question



Looking Ahead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you so much for your time. We’d love to hear any feedback and questions.
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